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Abstract
The task of recognition that is based on
handwriting characters in the Kurdish language is an
interesting study in the area of computer vision and pattern
recognition. In the past couple of years, numerous state-ofthe-art techniques and methods have been created for
pattern recognition. On the other hand, Kurdish language
handwriting recognition has been seen to be more difficult
when compared to other different languages. The
similarities in the properties in Kurdish characters is the
primary reason of the great resemblance in the features of
Kurdish handwriting characters, therefore the requirement
for the recognition process is critical. Consequently, to
obtain accurate and precise recognition on the basis of the
Kurdish handwriting character, it is crucial for the
resemblances in the character properties of Kurdish
handwriting to be distinguished. To identify a particular
character, the style of character handwriting may be
evaluated to enable the implied representation of the hidden
unique features of the user’s character. Unique features
may guide in recognizing characters that may be important
when recognizing the correct character among similar
characters. On the other hand, the problem of the
resemblances in the properties of handwriting of Kurdish
characters were not taken into account ,consequently
leaving a high chance of reducing the similarity error for
any intra-class (of the same character),with the reduction of
the similarity error for any inter-class (of different
characters) as well. In order to obtain higher effectiveness,
this study uses discretization features for reducing the
similarity error for intra-class (of the same character),with
the increase of the similarity error for inter-class (of
different characters)in recognition of Kurdish Handwriting
characters with MAE.

.

INTRODUCTION

General, pattern recognition is a crucial portion of
different scientific and engineering areas such as artificial
intelligence, biology and computer vision. Pattern
recognition of handwriting is assumed a broad-ranging
term that is involved in all forms of application areas
along with identification process based on handwriting
[ ], verification process based on handwriting [ ],

authentication process [ , ] and character recognition
process [ ].
Currently, focus on the field of pattern recognition is
increasing at a fast rate because of the newer applications
that are not only a challenge, but also attract the attention
of a numerous amount of researchers. These new
applications include web searching, data mining, retrieval
of multimedia, handwritten recognition, face recognition,
which require intelligent pattern recognition methods.
Pattern recognition is explained by [ ] as the most
important role in decision making tasks by humans, even
though humans may simply reject to comprehend how
humans may recognize certain patterns.
Kurdish handwriting character recognition is a
well known field of research within the computer vision
and pattern recognition and fields, because in certain
scenarios, it gives the only way of identifying the actual
character of a written text out of a set of character [ ].
The structure or general style of a Kurdish character is
not simple, and there is similarity between several of the
characters in the Kurdish language [ ]. On the other
hand, there remain specific and unique features for every
character. These specific and unique features may be
generalized as a person‟s character handwriting even
though there may be complicated and great similarity in
the characters of the Kurdish language. Figure depicts
an example of the resemblance between Kurdish
characters.
On the other hand, a great deal of academic work did
not focus on the extra stage that this study considers. The
extra stage seeks to give a more accurate representation
for the input that is used in the process of MAE. A more
detailed representation of the input may help in a strategy
where the MAE process may be complete faster and more
effectively for the actual character to be more effectively
identified, specifically in the scenario of Kurdish
character recognition. The features retrieved in the
feature extraction task reveal that Kurdish language
characters have many similar representations, and this
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causes an issue when the input is implemented in the
MAE task as resemblances will decrease the
effectiveness of the performance process. This study
gives a discussion on the extra stage of transformation
where the very similar representation of features are
changed into more clear and better representations that
may represent every character in the Kurdish language.
.

Individuality of Kurdish Handwriting
character
Handwriting of Kurdish characters has been assumed
individualistic, and the individuality of characters is
based on the theory that every single character has
handwriting that is consistent [ ]. Fig.
depicts the
handwriting of the characters that are the same and Fig.
depicts the handwriting of characters that are different by
four different individuals. Every single character is
assumed to have a particular texture [ ] and maybe
witnessed in the two figures. The general shape partially
differs for the exact same character and somewhat varies
for other characters. This is referred to as the
individuality of characters in the Kurdish language. The
intra-class estimation and measurement is shown for
features of the same exact character, and inter-class for
different characters. Suitable unique features have to
generate the least similarity error for intra-class and the
greatest similarity error for inter-class. As a result, it is
important to obtain unique features from a character to
overcome this issue for the recognition of handwritten
characters in the Kurdish language.
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. Individuality Representation
Suitable features that are input to a classifier are
crucial to achieve high effectiveness in the task of
recognition. Commonly, retrieved features directly
undergo the recognition process to identify a particular
character. These features do not represent the unique
features of some character among characters of the
Kurdish language because the character handwriting in
Kurdish possesses similar features, and this leads to a
slight different in the handwriting among characters in
Kurdish. Commonly, a different task is required to
enhance the identification performance. This proposed
task is referred to as invariant discretization, studied by
[ ] and it is aimed to decrease the variance among
features for intra-class and increase the variance among
features for inter-class. A general outline of a novel
framework that is required as an extra process before the
measurement of similarity task to enhance the
effectiveness of the recognition of Kurdish characters.
The conventional framework is depicted in Fig. ,and the
new framework is depicted in Fig. .

Fig. .Traditional framework [

]

Fig. .New framework

Fig. .Same characters written by several individuals

Fig. .Different characters written by several individuals

. Discretization Process
The process of discretization is acting as a separator
that carries out two primary steps. The first step is to
transform the overall value of the existing continuous
characteristics into discrete. The second step is to
separate the overall value and classify them into suitable
intervals. The primary reason of the discretization of the
continuous characteristics is to generate a more accurate
representation of data [ ]. Generally, classification
greatly depends on the process of discretization. There
are a number of common techniques for discretization,
such as Equal Information Gain, Equal Interval Width
and Maximum Entropy. A different technique is
proposed in [ ], the Invariants Discretization technique,
has been seen to be faster in giving greater accuracy and
success rates of identification. The Invariants
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Discretization technique is a supervised one. The
technique is initialized by seeking the suitable intervals to
symbolize information an individual [
]. Both
the lower and upper boundaries are then created for every
interval. The amount of intervals for a particular image
has to be equal to the amount of feature vectors.

Adaptation
in
Kurdish
handwriting
character recognition
This section explains adaptations of the solution that
is propose in showing unique
features and enhancing the difference among features for
both intra-class and inter-class in Kurdish character
recognition .
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) Compute the intensity moment, (
with formula:

) of image
( )

) Compute the central moments,

with formula :

.

. Feature extraction
The transformation of the input data into a group
of features is referred to as features extraction. Generally
feature extraction is a unique characteristic of
dimensionality reduction techniques. Analysis with a
great amount of variables needs a great deal of
computational power and memory or a general
classification algorithm, which over fits the sample used
for training and does not perform well with samples that
are new. If the data input is very large and cannot be
processed, the input data is changed into a decreased
representation group of features. Clearly, it is critical to
choose a kind of feature extraction technique, because it
is a very important factor in the overall performance
value of pattern recognition systems [
]. The choosing
of the kind of feature extraction greatly relies on the
application. Various features are aimed to identify written
characters and numbers. They are Furies Transform,
Characteristic Loci, Invariant Moments and Geometric
Moments [
]. In this study, the researchers use
Geometric Moments identify Kurdish characters that are
handwritten. Geometric Moment is implemented in
recognition of objects and pattern recognition
applications. A group of unique features calculated for a
certain object have to be able to identify the same object
with a different orientation and size [ ].
The steps of computation of geometric moments are
explained as the following [
]:
) Take an input image data from the left to the right and
from the top to the bottom.
) Threshold all the image data to retrieve the target
process location.
) Calculate the value of the image moment,
third order with formula:

p,q=

,...

( )

until

) Compute normalized central moment,
to be
used in image scaling until third order with formula:

) Compute geometric moments,
to
with
respect to translation, scale and rotation (geometric
moment invariants) invariants with formula below:
(
(
(
(

.

)
)
)
)

Invariants Discretization process
An appropriate group of intervals to symbolize the
retrieved features with a certain representation is
computed in the process of discretization. This certain
representation value is referred to as a discretized feature
vector and the “generalized and unique feature" of
unique features is retrieved from the median value of an
interval. This generalized feature is implemented to show
the unique feature that is not shown in the unique
character of handwriting in Kurdish. In order to obtain an
interval, the values of maximum and minimum data of
every writer is separated into a set of intervals that have
the same size. The amount of intervals is given according
to the amount of feature vector columns in the retrieved
features. In the example, a total of four feature vector
columns are retrieved from the geometric feature method.
Upper and lower approximation is assigned to the every
interval, and every one of the intervals is shown by a
single representation value. The invariant feature vector
that lies in the same interval also has a similar
representation. The representation value for an interval is
computed according to the character class (with
supervised discretization). If any two characters have an
invariant feature vector that is similar, they will have
exactly the same or very similar intervals (or cuts) for the
two classes. The discretization algorithm keeps the
characteristics and properties of characters the same. It
represents the main retrieved invariant feature vector in a
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general representation along with generalized features.
Fig. shows the discretization algorithm.

Fig. .Invariant Discretization Line [ ]

As previously mentioned, the invariant discretization
requires the character class information in the process of
discretization. The minimum (
) and the maximum
(
) values of invariant feature vectors (if ) for a
certain character are implemented to compute the
intervals within the invariant discretization line. The line
initiates from the minimum (
) invariant feature
vector and stops with the maximum (
) invariant
feature vector value for a certain character. Generally an
interval is the average of the invariant discretization line
separated by the total amount of invariant feature vector
columns. The width (or
) of an interval may be
computed with:
=(
)/
( )
where:
: The minimum value of invariant feature vector for
any character.
: The maximum value of invariant feature vector
for any character.
: The total number of invariant feature vector columns.
The width is also used to give a definition to cut points of
any interval within the invariant discretization line. Every
invariant feature vector that lies in the same interval has
an identical representation value. The representation
value ( ) for every interval is generally the average of
interval that is computed with the use of
=(
) / . The general representation value for the
intervals of one through four symbolize the invariant
feature vector that lies in the range of if
and if
. Also, the invariant feature vector lies within
if
and if
is classified as the last
interval. This general representation value is referred to
as discretized feature vector that symbolizes the unique
features of any character. A simple example of the
change of invariant feature vector into a discretized
feature vector is shown in Fig. and Fig. .

Fig. . Invariant Feature Vector Data for Character
( )ذand ()ز

The discretized feature vector retrieved from the
discretization algorithm shows the unique features of
every character in handwriting in the Kurdish language.

Fig. . Example of Discretized Feature Data for Character ( ) ذand ) ()ز

. Uniqueness in Kurdish handwriting character
The uniqueness is estimated with the use of the Mean
Absolute Error (MAE) function. An example of the MAE
computation is shown in Tab. I. There are a total of
images for every character. Feature to Feature is a
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retrieved feature that symbolizes a particular character.
The invariance of that character and the reference image
(the first image) is supplied by the MAE value[ ]. The
small errors show that the image is near the
corresponding reference image. An average value of
MAE is extracted from the value of total results.
( )
where,
is the amount of images.
is the image in focus.
is the location measure or reference image.
is the a mount of features.
is the feature column of a certain image.
TABLE I.
Image

Feature
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process of recognition with a standard representation of
unique features for the individuality representation in
handwriting in the Kurdish language. Fig. and Fig.
depict a general comparison of the recognition process
for the geometric feature method with both postdiscretized data and also pre-discretized data with MAE.

EXAMPLE OF MAE CALCULATION
Featur-e

Featur-e

Feature

MAE
Fig. . MAE comparison for intra-class

-

-

-

…
…

…

…

…

…

Fig. . MAE comparison for inter-class

…
Average MAE

The authorship invariance for a certainpre-discretized
feature vector and a certain post-discretized feature
vector is computed by conducting both the intra-class and
inter-class analysis of the MAE value. The general
analysis result depicts that the general variance between
the intra-class feature (the same character) and the interclass feature (different character) using the postdiscretized feature vector yields a more appropriate
outcome when compared to pre-discretized data. It has
enhanced the process of recognition where the MAE
value for intra-class implementing post-discretized data is
less than pre-discretized data, and the MAE value for
inter-class implementing post-discretized data is greater
than pre-discretized data. The least MAE value in intraclass shows that the features are very similar to one
another for the exact same character while the greatest
MAE value for inter-class shows that they are very
different from one another for characters that are
different. These results have verified the hypothesis that
the process of discretization may enhance the overall

. CONCLUSION
In this work, a novel framework with the aim to
recognize Hand Written Characters in the Kurdish
language is proposed and the researchers have
demonstrated the impact of the process of discretization.
A general experiment has been effectively carried out
with the implementation of the framework that is
proposed. The individual or unique features in a Hand
Written Character maybe systematically symbolized with
the implementation of the invariants discretization
algorithm. The outcome reveals that with the
implementation of the invariant discretization method,
the effectiveness of the Hand Written Character
recognition of Kurdish characters is greatly enhanced
with the organization to acquire enhanced effectiveness
paralleled to pre-discretized data. In future work another
experiment may be carried out on some different
characters to enhance the overall effectiveness of the
model.
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